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Abstract. An international LAPNET array (2007–2009, http://www.oulu.fi/sgo-oty/lapnet) of the POLENET/LAPNET sub-project of the POLENET-IPY consortium, related to seismic and geodetic studies in the Arctic regions, consisted of about 60 broadband seismic stations located on the territory of northern Finland and adjacent parts of Sweden, Norway and Russia. We analyze relative P-wave travel-time deviations evaluated for a subset of 90 teleseismic events recorded by the LAPNET array and show examples of lateral variations of shear-wave splitting to demonstrate variability of fabrics of the Archean mantle lithosphere. The initial results clearly demonstrate the Archean mantle lithosphere consists of domains with consistent fabrics reflecting fossil anisotropic structures. 3-D self-consistent anisotropic models with inclined symmetry axes accommodate two independent sets of body-wave anisotropic observations. Individual domains are delimited by boundaries (sutures), where the anisotropic parameters change. The results obtained from the LAPNET array fill a gap in structural studies of the upper mantle beneath northern Fennoscandia.

1 Introduction

The Svecofennian domain forms the largest part of the Proterozoic provinces of the Fennoscandian Shield (Fig. 1) in its south-western part, while most of its eastern part is of the Archean age. Island arcs began to form at the periphery of the Karelian craton in the Paleoproterozoicum, and several suspect terranes (micro-continents) were attached during accretionary orogeny (Snyder, 2002). The shield is characterized by a thick lithosphere (Plomerová et al., 2008) with a thick topographically uncompensated crust (Luosto, 1997). Korja et al. (2006) suggest that changes in orientation of the Moho depth isolines indicate terrane boundaries within the Fennoscandian Shield, the finding being supported by the existence of dipping wide-angle mantle reflections. Complex tectonic history of Precambrian Fennoscandia is comparable with tectonics of Phanerozoic Europe, in which many processes operated simultaneously and changed abruptly.

The main target of the POLENET/LAPNET sub-project of the POLENET-IPY consortium is to carry out a multidisciplinary research based on a temporary broadband seismic array deployed in the area of northern Finland and adjacent parts of Sweden, Norway and Russia. The international array (Fig. 1) recorded teleseismic, regional and local events during May 2007–September 2009 for structural studies in northern Fennoscandia. Recordings of glacial earthquakes are of particular interest as well (Poutanen and Ivins, 2010; Kozlovskaya et al., 2011). The research benefiting from the LAPNET array aims at obtaining a 3-D seismic model of the crust (Silvennoinen et al., 2011) and upper mantle down to 670 km (P- and S-wave velocity tomography models, positions of major boundaries in the crust and the upper mantle, and estimates of seismic anisotropy strength and orientation) in the northern Fennoscandian Shield, particularly beneath the Archean domain of Fennoscandia. The 3-D model can be used to define spatial distribution and depth of the Archean lithosphere for different purposes, e.g., for diamond prospecting. The 3-D model of the crust and the upper mantle will also be used to improve registration and location of local earthquakes and understanding mechanisms of local seismicity in northern Fennoscandia (e.g., Uski et al., 2006). Pioneering tomographic studies of the European upper mantle (Aki et al., 1977) provided rough images of its velocity structure, where regions with subducting lithosphere appear as high-velocity heterogeneities in Phanerozoic provinces. As expected, no distinct regional variations in isotropic velocities within the upper mantle were detected.
in the Precambrian region since then, neither on a European scale (Amaru et al., 2008), nor in regional tomography studies based on data of temporary arrays in several regions of Fennoscandia (e.g., Plomerová et al., 2001; Sandoval et al., 2004; Shomali et al., 2002; Eken et al., 2007, 2008). The most significant velocity changes in the upper mantle beneath Precambrian provinces can be related to lateral changes of depth of the lithosphere-asthenosphere boundary (Calcagnile 1991; Cotte et al., 2002; Plomerová et al., 2002, 2008, 2010; Olsson et al., 2007). On the other hand, studies of fossil anisotropy in most of Fennoscandia (except of its northern part) allowed us to map individual domains of mantle lithosphere with their own consistent fabrics. The domains differ in orientation of symmetry axes, their dips and sometimes also in symmetry of olivine aggregates approximating the structures (Plomerová et al., 2001, 2002, 2006; Vecsey et al., 2007). The retrieved 3-D self-consistent anisotropic models of the mantle lithosphere are delimited by boundaries/transitions which correlate with surface traces of dominant sutures or distinct tectonic faults, e.g., the Trans-European Suture Zone, the Protopene zone in south central Sweden, the Proterozoic–Archean contact zone in southern Finland, and boundaries between Svecofennian domains in Sweden (Eken et al., 2011).

Similarly to the most of large passive seismic experiments in Europe (e.g., CALIXTO, EIFEL, PASSEQ, RETREAT), this paper aims at presenting first results on seismic anisotropy of the mantle lithosphere obtained from the LAPNET array body-wave data processed in 3-D. The results are robust enough with general consequences for tectonic development of cratonic provinces and are supposed to fill a gap in studies of velocity structure of the upper mantle beneath northern Fennoscandia (e.g., Sandoval et al., 2004; Pedersen et al., 2006; Plomerová et al., 2006, 2008; Vecsey et al., 2007; Eken et al., 2010).

2 Data of the POLENET/LAPNET array and methods

The international LAPNET array consisted of 37 temporary broadband stations and 20 permanent broadband observatories operated in northern Fennoscandia (Fig. 1). Most of the stations were located north of the Arctic Circle, which made their servicing a difficult task, especially during the winter time. The array was active in a period from May 2007, when...
most of French stations were deployed, to September 2009, when temporary stations of the Czech pool were dismounted. Different instrumental equipments were spread over the region in such a way that the stations covered the territory homogeneously as to their spacing of about 70 km, on average, and also as to the instrument types. The reason was to avoid a potential systematic waveform distortion that could concentrate in a part of the region. The two-year passive experiment resulted in archiving 740 Gb of continuous recordings, which are now at stage of additional testing and processing.

In this study we present results of P-wave travel-time deviations evaluated for a set of 90 teleseismic events recorded by the LAPNET array and examples of lateral variations of shear-wave splitting, to demonstrate a variability of the Archean mantle lithosphere fabric. Even if our data is not complete, the P-wave residual set is well comparable, if not larger, with number of events in several recent regional tomography studies of the upper mantle (e.g., Ritter et al., 2001; Shomali et al., 2002, 2006; Eken et al., 2007; Mitterbauer et al., 2011). To study P-wave travel-time deviations, we picked arrival times on individual recordings simulating the WWSSN response, using of recently developed semi-automatic software based on the Seismic Handler software (Stammler, 1993). The software allows us to measure times of the first extremes correlated across the array and to calculate P-arrival times at individual stations. Applying this software resulted in ∼50 % decrease of standard deviations of the travel-time residuals in comparison with a manual picking or implementation of other semi-automatic pickers tested (e.g., Rawlinson and Kennett, 2004).

To study large-scale anisotropy of the upper mantle, we first apply crustal corrections to account for effects of Moho-dephts and crustal-velocity variations. Travel time along each ray is corrected for time spent in the model of the crust by Grad et al. (2009) relative to the IASP91 model. Particularly the Moho-depth variations might appear as heterogeneities in the large-scale characteristics of the residual pattern. By subtracting an event travel-time mean, we deal with relative residuals and through additional normalization of the relative residuals, in which the directional means representing average velocity beneath each station are subtracted, we then analyze directional terms of relative residuals at individual stations of the array. For details of the method we refer to, e.g., Babuška and Plomerová (1992). We map distribution of stations with similar distributions of these azimuth-incidence angle dependent terms, which we plot in polar projections of the lower hemisphere (P spheres) to describe the three-dimensionality of the phenomenon. To locate changes in orientation of seismic anisotropy, i.e., the mantle fabric, we search for lateral changes in the general pattern of the P spheres. The changes often occur in vicinity of prominent tectonic boundaries, which belong to characteristics allowing us to relate the phenomenon to fossil anisotropy in the mantle lithosphere (Babuška and Plomerová, 2006, for review). Neither small-scale heterogeneities, which would appear as small isolated inconsistencies in the general P-sphere pattern, nor a contribution from crustal anisotropy can substantially affect the observed mantle anisotropy bearing in mind the wave lengths we deal with.

To confirm the existence of the upper mantle anisotropy beneath the Shield, we analyze splitting parameters of shear waves refracted at the core-mantle boundary (SKS), using the SPLIT software (Vecsey et al., 2008; http://www.ig-cas.cz/en/personal-pages/ludek-vecsey/split/). The software enables us to evaluate the shear-wave splitting in 3-D; and thus, by inverting variability of the splitting parameters (the fast S polarization direction and split delay time δt) along with sensitivity of the P-wave anisotropic parameters on the back-azimuths and angles of propagation within the upper mantle, to infer anisotropic structures with generally oriented (dipping) symmetry axes. At this stage of the research, we invert the P-wave anisotropic parameters separately and analyse jointly the two independent datasets to retrieve preliminary 3-D self-consistent anisotropic models of the mantle lithosphere which fit both types of body waves. In the P-sphere inversion, we search for orientation of peridotite aggregates to fit the observed variation of the directional terms of relative residuals (Šílený and Plomerová, 1996). We mainly concentrate on a search of boundaries of the Archean mantle lithosphere domains which exhibit a uniform anisotropy. After accumulating sufficient amount of shear-wave anisotropic parameters, we will invert the body-wave anisotropic parameters jointly to get self-consistent anisotropic models of the Archean part of the Fennoscandian mantle lithosphere.

3 Observed body-wave anisotropy

The northern part of Fennoscandia is well-situated relative to teleseismic earthquake foci. Thus, even the subset of 90 events analyzed at most of stations up to now provided a good azimuthal coverage of rays at most of the stations. Stations with similar distribution of relatively early and delayed travel times form groups with their characteristic P-sphere patterns (Fig. 2). The so called “bipolar pattern” (e.g., Babuška and Plomerová, 2006), used for P spheres, in which an azimuth (+180) approximately separates the delayed and earlier propagations, is observed at the majority of analysed stations. The stations with consistent “bipolar pattern” form three distinct regional groups in the northern and west-central parts of the array. The directional terms of the residuals lie in the interval (−0.5 s, 0.5 s). We associate the bipolar pattern with the P-wave propagation through structures of the mantle lithosphere characterized by different azimuths in which the high- or low-velocity directions incline. Anisotropy with horizontal symmetry axes does not produce the observed “bipolar pattern” – the early and delayed residual terms in the opposite half of the P spheres (Babuška et al., 1993) – though even these simplified structures were used to correct the P delays used in the upper mantle tommography (O’Driscoll et al., 2011).
We infer the convergently dipping high-velocity directions beneath stations in the northern part of the array (Fig. 2, Domains 1 and 2 in the east, with about westerly dipping high velocities versus Domain 3 in the west, with easterly dipping high velocities). In the central part of the array, no pattern dominates in the east (Domain 5), while the high velocities dipping to the NE characterize stations in the west (Domain 4), following thus by about 90° rotated pattern of the stations further to the north (Domain 3) where the high velocities dip to the SE. Only two stations in the southern part of the array (MSF and KU6) exhibit the distinct bipolar pattern similar to that of stations in the NW corner of the array (Domain 3). Further to the southwest, “no P pattern” prevails at most of stations (except for a weak, but not a bipolar pattern at station OUL). In general, the upper mantle, particularly the mantle lithosphere, beneath the Archean part of Fennoscandia exhibits distinct anisotropic characteristics in P-wave propagation in the north, while the mantle beneath the southeastern part of the LAPNET array does not have a distinct anisotropic pattern. However, detecting no anisotropic signal does not exclude a presence of anisotropy in the upper mantle, but might also reflect a complicated structure resulting in annulling the anisotropic signal observed at the surface (see Fig. 5 and Vecsey et al., 2007).

The shear-wave splitting, analogical to the light birefringence in optics, is considered as evidence that the waves propagate through an anisotropic medium. Orientation of the fast split shear-wave polarization and the time delay of the split slow-shear wave determine an orientation and intensity of the anisotropy. To model realistic 3-D anisotropic structures of the upper mantle, we need to analyze a large number of shear-wave splitting polarizations and delay times for a large variety of directions of propagations. However, to demonstrate changes of the structure for different provinces, we examine geographical variations of the two anisotropic splitting parameters evaluated for an event. Distinct variations of polarization directions, as well as of delay times, were detected across the LAPNET array (Fig. 3). Stations with similar splitting parameters, evaluated for waves with easterly back-azimuths, form groups almost identical with those delimited by a resemblance of the P-sphere patterns, with null (LP51) or a weak splitting (LP71, LP61) along the domain boundaries (e.g., Plomerová et al., 2001).

4 Modelling the mantle lithosphere domains delimited by body-wave anisotropy

It is evident that, thanks to the good azimuthal coverage of P-wave data set and clear geographical variations in shear wave splitting evaluated for two events, already at this stage of our research based on the LAPNET data, we can claim that also the Archean mantle lithosphere of northern Fennoscandia consists of several domains with their own fabrics. Both the sharpness of boundaries of the domains mapped according to changes of the anisotropic body-wave parameters, and the correlation between the mantle boundaries and dominant tectonic sutures on the surface, justify us to associate the observed anisotropy with fossil preferred orientation of olivine in the mantle lithosphere. Generally accepted weak asthenosphere flow beneath cratons could hardly produce such abrupt changes observed beneath the shield (Vecsey et al., 2007; Eken et al., 2010; Wüstefeld et al., 2010). For the first simple estimates of the lithosphere domain fabrics, we invert the P-spheres for the symmetry axes orientation and calculate synthetic shear-wave splitting parameters for a comparison with the observed ones (Fig. 4). Thickness of the mantle lithosphere domains is set to 100 km, according to the LAB depth estimates by Plomerová and Babuška (2010). The authors define the lithosphere-asthenosphere boundary as a transition between the fossil anisotropy within the mantle lithosphere and anisotropy related to the present-day flow in the underlying mantle, also detectable in surface-wave polarization (radial) and azimuthal anisotropy (Plomerová et al., 2002; see also Gung et al., 2003). We model anisotropic structures of the lithosphere domains by two types of peridotite aggregates: a with hexagonal symmetry and the dipping (high-velocity direction), or b symmetry axes with strength of anisotropy ~5% (low-velocity direction). The a-axis model represents an approximation of the orthorhombic symmetry. Such models comply with directional variations of anisotropic parameters at individual stations and, moreover, explain a seeming discrepancy between the average fast shear-wave polarizations and the high-velocity directions from the P-residuals spheres in several regions. Already Babuška et al. (1993) showed the fast S polarizes along the strike of the b-axis models, i.e., along the strike of the dipping high-velocity foliation plane (a,c), resulting thus in about perpendicular orientation of the dipping high P-wave velocities and azimuthal polarizations of steeply incident shear waves (see Domain B in Fig. 5a).

There are four groups of LAPNET stations with distinct P-pattern that can be inverted for the mantle lithosphere fabric (Table 1). The b-axis models accommodate the body-wave observations in the northern part of the LAPNET array, with the westerly dipping high-velocity (a,c) foliations in the east and easterly dipping foliations in the west, satisfying the predominantly southward pointing fast shear-wave polarizations. As expected, the mantle structure in the middle part of the LAPNET array, around the Proterozoic-Archean mantle lithosphere contact, is more complicated (Plomerová et al., 2006). While the short-period P waves detected anisotropy in the west and ‘no anisotropy’ in the east of the central part of the array, the broad-band shear-wave splitting is weak on the west (Fig. 3), but it is distinct in the eastern rim of the LAPNET array. This “paradox” is reflected also in the preferred a-axis model of the Group 4 (Table 1), which seems to fit the broad-band shear wave observations everywhere in the central part of the array, i.e., also in its eastern part. Nevertheless, the decrease of intensity of the anisotropic signal
Fig. 2. Stations clustered into domains according to similarity of distribution of early and delayed travel times relative to a directional mean at each station, calculated from relative residuals corrected for crustal effects. The P spheres show smoothed azimuth incidence angle dependent terms for representatives of each group and those calculated from all stations included in each group (marked by different colours). Thick dashed lines mark schematically the domain boundaries.

Fig. 3. Geographical variations of fast shear-wave polarizations and split delay times for an event that occurred on 2008/08/04 with epicentre beneath the Banda Sea region. The arrows mark azimuths of fast S-wave polarizations and point in their dip directions in the Q-T planes in the ray parameter co-ordinating system (Vecsey et al., 2008). Stations with similar fast S polarizations and split delay times form groups like those determined from P-spheres (station in the same colours as in Fig. 2). Anisotropic signal of shear wave decreases or disappears (null split) at stations close to domain boundaries (schematically marked by the thick dashed lines). Good, firm and poor splitting measurements are marked by thick, thin and empty-head arrows, respectively.
from the east to the west (Fig. 4) in the central band of the LAPNET array and a similarity of the retrieved anisotropic model with the model (Fig. 6) derived for the Archean part of the shield south of the LAPNET array (Vecsey et al., 2007) allows us to consider this tentative model as characterizing the fabrics of the Archean mantle lithosphere east of the complicated contact with the Proterozoic provinces on the west.

Though the azimuthal coverage of analyzed P waves is adequate to retrieve azimuths $\phi$ of the symmetry axes in the inversions reliably, angles of axis inclinations $\theta$ (measured from vertical) are less well resolved. This is also reflected in small split delay times calculated for the P models in Table 1 (calculated delays $\delta t \sim 0.01–0.04$ s vs. observed delays $\delta t \sim 0.8$ s), especially at domains where the shear wave propagates close to the symmetry axis (Domain 1 and 2, cf. with backazimuth in Fig. 3). Vecsey et al. (2011) showed that $\delta t \leq 0.3$ s, i.e., often considered as null splitting due to noise presented in real signals, is evaluated for rays in a cone as broad as 40° centred around the symmetry axis. Therefore, we modified the angles $\theta$ (Table 1) to get better fit between the synthetic and observed splitting parameters (Fig. 4). The steeply inclined $(a,c)$ foliations in the northern part of the array and gently inclined lineation in the central part of the array mimic well the observed shear-wave splitting for two teleseismic events with easterly back-azimuths. Such steep fabrics in the shield areas were also inferred from the radial and azimuthal anisotropy of surface waves (Babuška et al., 1998).

Table 1. Anisotropic models retrieved by the P-sphere inversion, along with modifications of inclination angle to fit the shear-wave splitting.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>P-model</th>
<th>$\theta$ (°)</th>
<th>$\phi$ (°)</th>
<th>$H$ (km)</th>
<th>$v_p$ (km s$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$\theta$ (°)</th>
<th>$\phi$ (°)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Domain 1</td>
<td>$b$-axis</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domain 2</td>
<td>$b$-axis</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domain 3</td>
<td>$b$-axis</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domain 4</td>
<td>$a$-axis</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$\phi$ = azimuth of the symmetry axis measured from the North
$\theta$ = angle of inclination of the symmetry axis measured from vertical upward

5 Discussion

Sensitivity of different waves on orientations of domain fabrics and their changes strongly depends on wave lengths and on particle motions. The “null” shear-wave splitting (e.g., at station LP51, see Figs. 1 and 3) and significant reduction of split delay times (e.g., at stations LP71 and LP61) can reflect the sub-vertical propagation of the shear wave close to a steep mantle boundary separating two lithosphere domains with different fabrics, both sampled by the same long-period wave (Fig. 5). Wavelengths of the short-period longitudinal waves propagating in the lithosphere are about $\lambda/4$ of the wavelengths of analyzed shear waves with dominant periods of $\sim 8–10$ s, on average. Therefore, the P-wave travel time deviations are more suitable to locate prominent steep boundaries in the mantle lithosphere (Fig. 5a). Such boundary, indicated beneath the NW part of the LAPNET array, can be associated with the northern half of the Baltic-Bothnia Megashear Zone (see Fig. 1) that separates the Norr-botten Craton on the west from the Karelian Craton in the east (Korja et al., 2006). Southern continuation of the BBZ is less evident in the P pattern, partly due to the lack of data at stations west of the zone. The shear-wave signal is weak there, which might reflect a more complicated geometry of the transition. In case of a gently dipping contact of two anisotropic blocks (Fig. 5b), the anisotropic signal can disappear on recordings of stations in a broader band around the surface trace of the boundary. This is observed in the P-wave anisotropic signal.
in the south-eastern part of the LAPNET array (Fig. 2). But some stations in the very east end of the province report the strongest anisotropic signal in the shear waves in its central part, suggesting a ray path within the eastern anisotropic block was at least comparable with their wavelength, while a ray path in the western block was shorter for the particular direction of propagation. Surprisingly, the anisotropic model retrieved by the inversion of the P-wave anisotropic parameters in the west (Domain 4, Fig. 4) satisfies the evaluated shear-wave polarizations in the whole central part of the array between latitudes ∼66°–68° N, but with significant decrease of split delay times (Fig. 3).

Only coherent fabrics of the crust in a volume comparable with wave-lengths analysed, i.e., in tenths of km, could contribute to the observed anisotropy. However, the region with the thickest crust (Grad et al., 2009) exhibits the weakest shear-wave splitting, which is contradictory. Nevertheless, we do not exclude a presence of anisotropy in the crust, particularly in the lower crust, but presumably with a symmetry axis oriented differently from the mantle and detectable at shorter wave lengths.

We observed a similar distinct decrease of anisotropic signal in a broad zone along the margin of Karelian craton at stations deployed during the SVEKALAPKO project south of the LAPNET array, which can be considered as the northward continuation of multi-disciplinary studies in Fennoscandia (Hjelt et al., 1996). The contact zone of the Archean-Proterozoic mantle lithosphere south of the LAPNET array appears as a broad zone of decreased anisotropic signal in the P waves and strongly direction-sensitive signal in the shear waves (Plomerová et al., 2006). Vecsey et al. (2007) modelled fabrics of the mantle lithosphere domains by 3-D self-consistent anisotropic structures with different orientations of inclined symmetry axes – either the b-axis models (in the Proterozoic) or the a-axis models (in the Archean).

Location of temporary stations in southern part of the LAPNET (2007–2009) and stations in the northern SVEKALAPKO arrays (1998–1999) overlap, which allows us to compare the anisotropic signals from independent observations (Fig. 6). The P-sphere patterns at stations KU6 and MSF in the south-eastern rim of the LAPNET array are compatible with the patterns evaluated from stations in the north-eastern rim of the SVEKALAPKO array (e.g., FH01=MFS, FG02, FE03), though the SVEKALAPKO array operated for a shorter time (~10 months) and unfortunately, during a period with low teleseismic activity. The “no P-pattern” at the south-western part of the LAPNET stations has its continuation at stations in the central band of the SVEKALAPKO array (e.g., FK05) related to the Proterozoic-Archean transition zone (Plomerová et al., 2006).

Similarly to the situation at the southern end of the LAPNET array, we can compare the initial results obtained from the western part of the LAPNET array with findings of the anisotropy study beneath the Swedish National Seismological Network (SNSN, Eken et al., 2010) westward of the LAPNET array, though the end-of-stations in the north-eastern part of the SNSN did not have comparable amount of data at that time. Stations in this zone, situated most probably above the northern continuation of the Proterozoic-Archean transition in the upper mantle, do not have a clear “bipolar” P pattern, which could reflect fabric of a simple structure with dipping symmetry axis, indicating thus a more complex structure of the mantle lithosphere there.
Recognition of sharply bounded domains in the Archean mantle lithosphere is the most significant finding of this study of body-wave anisotropy beneath the LAPNET array, as it weakens arguments for progressive thickening of the lithospheric roots as a result of simple cooling (e.g., Artemieva and Mooney, 2001) which would result in a horizontally structured fabric that we do not observe (Plomerová and Babuška, 2010). Based on geochemical and petrological constrains, e.g. Lee (2006) deduces that cratonic mantle may be formed by a combination of arc and oceanic lithospheric mantle accretion. Considering different composition and radioactive heat production of the crust, Gray and Pysklywec (2011) present thermo-mechanical models of Archean mantle lithosphere keels with imbricated mantle lithosphere.

To be able to model anisotropic structures of the domains reliably in 3-D, particularly inclinations of the symmetry axes, we need to process more shear-wave recordings from different back-azimuth. Nevertheless, the locations of the boundaries delimited independently from the P- and S-wave anisotropy in this study is convincing. Abrupt changes of the observed body-wave anisotropy, often related to distinct tectonic sutures, or to boundaries of suspect terranes (microcontinents, Fig. 1b), allows us to associate it with fossil structure of the mantle lithosphere and not with anisotropy reflecting an olivine orientation due to the present-day flow and/or local circulations in the sub-lithospheric mantle, which is, on top of that, generally considered to be very small beneath cratons (Montagner, 1998; Pedersen et al., 2006). Assumpção et al. (2011) explain variations in average splitting parameters beneath the South America cratons by local deflections of the sub-lithospheric flow due to lithosphere thickness variations. On the other hand, Barruol et al. (2008) and Wüstefeld et al. (2010) found several arguments supporting frozen lithospheric anisotropy in cratonic areas. Mareschal and Jaupert (2006) estimate temperatures at 150km depth during the Archean only 150 K higher that present, implying the lithosphere remains sufficiently cold and strong to preserve Archean fabrics.

In our previous studies, we modelled the domain-like structures of continental lithosphere in different European provinces, mostly of Proterozoic and younger ages (Plomerová and Babuška, 2010 for review). Vecsey et al. (2007) modelled dipping fabrics in the Archean provinces in southeastern Finland. Also, study of surface-wave polarization anisotropy suggests steeply inclined fabrics beneath Archean cratons, in general (Babuška et al., 1998). As one
of possible mechanisms how such fabric could be formed. Babuška and Plomerová (1989) proposed a scenario based on cycles of oceanic lithosphere subductions, accretions of micro-continent fragments and a gradual stabilization of the lithosphere-asthenosphere boundary by a mantle flow after a detachment of lower parts of subducting slabs. Such plausible scenario can work in the modern plate-tectonic style. We also have to seek for explanations of the fossil fabrics observed in the Archean provinces, i.e., fabric created at early-stage of plate tectonics or in pre-plate tectonic style (Condie and Benn, 2006). In any case, the early lithosphere formed in dynamic conditions, far from simple cooling that would produce a sub-horizontal layered structure of the lithosphere (Plomerová and Babuška, 2010).

6 Conclusions

Similarly to what we found in other continental regions, the mantle lithosphere of northern Fennoscandia consists of several blocks with differently oriented fabrics. We detected anisotropic signal at stations of the LAPNET array – both in the P-wave travel-time deviations and shear-wave splitting. The anisotropic parameters change across the array and stations with similar characteristics form groups. The geographical variations of seismic-wave anisotropy delimit individual domains of the mantle lithosphere, each having a consistent fabric. The domains are sharply bounded both in the Proterozoic and Archean provinces and can be modelled in 3-D by peridotite aggregates with dipping lineation $a$ or foliation $(a, c)$. These findings allow us to interpret the domains as micro-plate fragments retaining fossil fabrics in the mantle lithosphere, reflecting thus an olivine LPO created before the micro-plates assembled, and formed in dynamic conditions far from simple cooling processes which would result in horizontally layered structures. Studies of fossil anisotropy preserved in the mantle lithosphere contribute both to mapping the lithosphere-asthenosphere boundary and deciphering the boundaries of individual blocks building the continental lithosphere.
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